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Individual recognition
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African elephants have expectations about the 

locations of out-of-sight family members, Bates 

et al. 2008
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Urine earth samples were picked up with a jeep 

and placed in front of individuals of moving 

elephant groups, in Amboseli National Park, 

Kenya



• humans do better in identifying a person:  

– from a series of photos or 

– from a computer generated image (average representations) from 

several photos, 

� than from a single photo 

� how about chimpanzees and monkeys?

individual recognition on pictures, 
Taubert et al. 2016

from 10 photos



• For one particular animal chimpanzees and rhesus monkeys were shown an 

average representation (target) a single photo (sample) 

• and an average representation of a different animal (foil)

individual recognition on pictures, 
Taubert et al. 2016

from 10 photos



Self-recognition in an Asian elephant (Plotnik et al. 2006)



Self recognition? (Baragli et al. 2017)
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• after looking in the mirror horses rub the side 
with the visible mark.

mark left                   mark right

Self recognition? (Baragli et al. 2017)



Understanding – using social cues
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Cost – Benefit ratio of socially acquired information 
(Giraldeau et al. 2002)
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individual 

information

social

information

pays:

• faster

• low costs: outcome

observable

• accurate

costs:

• unreliable information? 

• cues on which decisions

were made invisible

pays:

• reliable information

costs:

• slow

• costly (dangerous)

plasticity?

resources:

location

amount

quality



Eavesdropping

a subject has the opportunity to monitor, or 

eavesdrop upon, an interaction between two 

other animals, A and B. The subject then uses 

the information obtained through these 

observations to assess A’s and B’s relative 

dominance or attractiveness as a mate (e.g. Mennill

et al., 2002; Ch. 2).
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Mate choice copying, eavesdropping
(Godin, Herdman & Dugatkin 2005)

in female guppies (Poecilia reticulata)

13free media: wikimedia



Mate choice copying, eavesdropping
(Godin, Herdman & Dugatkin 2005)

• In female guppies (Poecilia reticulata)
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situation: no model

female present

situation: model
female present



Mate choice copying, eavesdropping
(Godin, Herdman & Dugatkin 2005)

• In female guppies (Poecilia reticulata)
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Know thine enemy: fighting fish gather

information from observing conspecific interactions, 
Oliveira et al. 1998
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a) acclimatization for 20min. 

b) only S could see the subject for 10min to 

control for familiarization effects . 

c)   fishes W and L fought, but S could only see 

the interaction on the left

d) S was confronted with all the fish in turns

Observed winners received less fin spreading 

and gill cover erection displays than observed 

loosers

= winner - loser effect



Audience effect

• Animals alter their behaviour towards a 

second party (animal) in the presence of a 

third party (animal)
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The effect of an audience on intrasexual

communication in male Siamese fighting fish,

Betta splendens, Doutrelant et al. 2000
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Interaction 

between males (Ma and Mb)

• with female (F) and male (M) 

audience

• with audience present and

absent



The effect of an audience on intrasexual

communication in male Siamese fighting fish,

Betta splendens, Doutrelant et al. 2000
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Producer Scrounger Game
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• Producer: searching for undiscovered food 

resources

• Scrounger: searching for exploitation 

opportunities (leftovers from producer)



Producer Scrounger Equilibrium, 
Barnard and Sibly 1981
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Producer Scrounger Equilibrium, 
Barnard and Sibly 1981
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ESS
Evolutionary Stable Strategy

Producer –Scrounger

1 - 5

Producer –Scrounger

1 - 5
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Producer Scrounger Game,
experimental evidence in  spice finches (Lonchura punctulata), 

Mottley and Giraldeau 2000

• payoff measured in feeding rate 
(seeds)

• more scroungers = less payoff for 
scroungers

• birds changed tactics (producer, 
scrounger)

• Groups reached producer, 
scrounger equilibrium after 5 – 8 
days.

© Vicky Nunn, 

via Wikimedia Commons



Producer Scrounger Game

What else could change and effect the decision 

for whether to produce or to scrounge?
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Communication
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Communication
• Long distance calls

– for: 
• staying in touch with other animals

• marking boundearies

• attraction of mating partners

– usually loud, species specific calls

• Social calls
– for:

• individual recognition

• emotinal arousal / contagion

• food exchange

• mating

• communication with offspring, …..

– usually low volume grunts, barks, hums
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Eavesdropping on social information, 

baboons, Cheney and Seyfarth 1999
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B, the more dominant of the subjects; E, the more subordinate; B1 

and E1, the subjects’ close kin; A, C and D, signallers unrelated to 

either subject.

• Which factors affects the reaction to the playback?



Eavesdropping on social information, 

baboons, Cheney and Seyfarth 1999
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Factors: 

• individual recognition

• effect of social rank on response to playback

• kin / non kin recognition

• recognition of relationship between individuals



Semantic combinations in primate calls
Putty-nosed monkeys (Cercopithecus nictitans) rely on two 

basic calling sounds to construct a message of utmost urgency 

(Arnold and Zuberbühler 2005)
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Relationship between the occurrence of sequences 

in male call series and the distance travelled in 

response to the calls 

a, Call series experimentally elicited by leopard 

growling: the group travelled significantly farther 

after hearing call series that contained at least one 

pyow–hack (P–H) sequence (n9) compared with the

distance moved in response to all other sequences

(n8). 

b, Naturally occurring call series: the

habituated study group travelled significantly

farther following call series containing at least

one P–H sequence (‘P–H’; n29) compared with

the distance moved in response to other series

that included no P–H sequences (‘other’; n43)

or when there were no calls made by the male

(‘none’; n65).
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Referential Communication 
Horses use symbols for communicating with 

humans (Mejdell et al. 2016)

take off rug     – no change    – put on rug
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� Horses chose „take off rug“ when weather 
was warm

� Horses chose „put on rug“ when weather 
was cold

Referential Communication 
Horses use symbols for communicating 

with humans (Mejdell et al. 2016)

take off rug     – no change    – put on rug



Object permanence
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Jean Piaget, 

1896 - 1980

• Cognitive ability of knowing about the 

existence of imperceptible objects / 

individuals

• Develops in 6 stages, with age (starting with 

8 month in humans) 

• Proven in some animals, but on a lower level 

than in humans



Object permanence
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Jean Piaget, 

1896 - 1980

• Most animals tested reached stage 4 

• For example, dogs reach stage 4, making the “A but not B 

error” (do not find objects that were hidden at A and 

then removed to B) (Miller et al. 2009)

• Some birds and primates, and hand reared wolves 

reached stage 6



6 stages of object permanence, after Piaget
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• 0–1 months: Reflex Schema Stage – Babies learn how the body can move and work. Vision is blurred and 
attention spans remain short through infancy. They aren't particularly aware of objects to know they have 
disappeared from sight. However, babies as young as 7 minutes old prefer to look at faces. The three primary 
achievements of this stage are: sucking, visual tracking, and hand closure.

• 1–4 months: Primary Circular Reactions – Babies notice objects and start following their movements. They 
continue to look where an object was, but for only a few moments. They 'discover' their eyes, arms, hands and feet 
in the course of acting on objects. This stage is marked by responses to familiar images and sounds (including 
parent's face) and anticipatory responses to familiar events (such as opening the mouth for a spoon). The infant's 
actions become less reflexive and intentionality emerges.

• 4–8 months: Secondary Circular Reactions – Babies will reach for an object that is partially hidden, indicating 
knowledge that the whole object is still there. If an object is completely hidden however the baby makes no 
attempt to retrieve it. The infant learns to coordinate vision and comprehension. Actions are intentional but the 
child tends to repeat similar actions on the same object. Novel behaviors are not yet imitated.

• 8–12 months: Coordination of Secondary Circular Reactions – This is deemed the most important for the 
cognitive development of the child. At this stage the child understands causality and is goal directed. The very 
earliest understanding of object permanence emerges, as the child is now able to retrieve an object when its 
concealment is observed. This stage is associated with the classic A-not-B error. After successfully retrieving a 
hidden object at one location (A), the child fails to retrieve it at a second location (B).[8]

• 12–18 months: Tertiary Circular Reaction – The child gains means-end knowledge and is able to solve new 
problems. The child is now able to retrieve an object when it is hidden several times within his or her view, but 
cannot locate it when it is outside their perceptual field.

• 18–24 months: Invention of New Means Through Mental Combination – The child fully understands object 
permanence. They will not fall for A-not-B errors. Also, a baby is able to understand the concept of items that are 
hidden in containers. If a toy is hidden in a matchbox then the matchbox put under a pillow and then, without the 
child seeing, the toy is slipped out of the matchbox and the matchbox then given to the child, the child will look 
under the pillow upon discovery that it is not in the matchbox. The child is able to develop a mental image, hold it 
in mind, and manipulate it to solve problems, including object permanence problems that are not based solely on 
perception. The child can now reason about where the object may be when invisible displacement occurs.



Piagetian object permanence and its 

development in Eurasian jays (Garrulus

glandarius), Zucca et al. 2007
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Piagetian object permanence and its 

development in Eurasian jays (Garrulus

glandarius), Zucca et al. 2007
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4 jays were tested 

at 15 tasks 

developed 

by Uzgiris and Hunt 

(1975)



Piagetian object permanence and its 

development in Eurasian jays (Garrulus

glandarius), Zucca et al. 2007
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Success of the 4 

jays in the tasks

with increasing 

age



Memory
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Western scrub-jays (Aphelocoma californica) use 

cognitive strategies to protect their caches from 

thieving conspecifics 

(Emery, Dally & Clayton 2004)
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situation observed situation private

free media: 

wikimediacach tray
observing
bird

caching

bird

worm curtain



Western scrub-jays (Aphelocoma californica) use 

cognitive strategies to protect their caches from 

thieving conspecifics (Emery, Dally & Clayton 2004)
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situation observed situation private
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Sexual differences in memory in shiny cowbirds (Astié et al. 1998)

• Well with food was covered with a 
coloured disk

• Locations of food changed over trial

• All wells were white – well with food 
not marked

• Locations of food did not change over 
trial

Glanzkuhstärling

(Molothrus

bonariensis)



• Only 10 seconds in horses? (McLean 2004)

• Horses remembered a specific bucket in which food was placed 

only for 10 seconds (after 10 seconds, warmbloods were waiting 

patiently, coldbloods were stubborn , thoroughbreds got 

nervous)

Short term memory



Generalisation

• Understanding classifications and categories

• Generalizing classifications and categories



Long-term memory for categories and 

concepts in horses

(Equus caballus), Hanggi and Ingersoll 2009
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3 horses learned

• the categories 

a) filled and open

b) small and large (size)



Long-term memory for categories and 

concepts in horses

(Equus caballus), Hanggi and Ingersoll 2009
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Categories: open and filled                       size



Long-term memory for categories and 

concepts in horses

(Equus caballus), Hanggi and Ingersoll 2009
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3 horses learned

• the categories 

a) filled and open

b) small and large

• assigned different images to 
both categories 
(generalization)

• repeated the learned 
paradigm after 6, 7 and 10 
years for known images



Quantity discrimination



Do domestic dogs show any evidence of being able 

to count? (West and Young 2002)

11 dogs

equations:
1 + 1 = 2

1 + 1 = 1

1 + 1 = 3

� Dogs were shown 1 + 1 food
piece

� Blind was set up

1 + 1 = 2 (all pieces left)

1 + 1 = 1 (one piece removed)

1 + 1 = 3 (one piece added)

� Blind taken away

� Counting length of dog gaze

1 + 1 = 2 (equal gaze duration)

1 + 1 = 1 (long gaze at „result“)

1 + 1 = 3 (long gaze at „result“)



Shetland ponies (Equus caballus) show quantity 

discrimination in a matching-to-sample design 
(Gabor und Gerken 2014)



Shetland ponies (Equus caballus) 

show quantity discrimination in a 

matching-to-sample design 

(Gabor und Gerken 2014)

• ponies saw black 
screen

• then screen with 
stimulus S+

• then screen with 
stimuli S+ und S-

• pony received 
reward when 
choosing S+

• First test series: 
choice of small 
number of dots 
from large number, 
Second test series: 
choice of large 
number of dots out 
of smaller numbers.

• Transfer Test use of 
unknown symbols.


